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About Wysa

Wysa is a chatbot that helps people deal with depression, stress, anxiety, sleep and manage mental health.

Wysa’s Achievements

Wysa is a cutting-edge AI-guided empathetic chatbot that is a global tech leader in mental health.

Investors

Partners



Role & Responsibilities

We are looking for an astute Data Engineer to join our Analytics team.  You will be responsible for
expanding and optimizing our data pipelines and architecture.  An ideal candidate is an experienced
data pipeline builder who enjoys optimizing data systems and also building them from scratch. They
will have strong communication skills, are comfortable supporting the data needs of multiple teams
and have a sense of ownership.

● Build large-scale batch and real-time data pipelines from scratch (preferably on AWS)
● Drive optimization, testing, and tooling to improve data quality
● Collaborate with other software engineers, machine learning experts, and stakeholders, taking

learning and leadership opportunities that will arise every single day
● Knowledge regarding IP and EULA violations
● Knowledge of Security and privacy related issues while using the open-source algorithm
● Knowledge of Design and Coding best practices such as Secure Coding

Qualifications & Skills

● 2-4 years of experience as a Data Engineer
● Demonstrated experience with diverse set of databases like MongoDB, Postgres etc
● Demonstrated experience with development of highly performant MongoDB aggregate

pipelines
● Proficiency with one or more programming languages (Javascript, Python preferred)
● Hands-on experience with database standards and end user applications
● Working knowledge of data backup, recovery, security, integrity and SQL
● Experience in development of pipelines for integrations and data processing between different

source systems
● Working knowledge of Github
● Agile methodology and iterative practices
● Good to have: Experience building end-to-end production-grade data solutions that run on

AWS

If you are all this with a heart of empathy, it’s always a plus.

Why work at Wysa?
Take ownership and be an integral part of a fast growing startup. You will build valuable skills as a
professional while also making friends for life

We offer flexible work hours, a possibility for a fully remote job and a culture where you thrive and
are rewarded for being a smart worker

Join our team for an exciting, challenging and fulfilling role!

About Wysa’s Team
Global Team - The team comprises people from all over the world and is distributed around the world.
Expand your horizons by working with a multicultural team

Industry Leaders - The founders and senior team members are from IITs, IIMs, London School of
Business and have held top positions across Goldman Sachs, Pearson, Microsoft leading cross
functional global teams. Work with and learn from the very best



Passionate Colleagues - Work with passionate hard working colleagues who will push the
boundaries and only deliver the best

In Their Own Words
“The most noteworthy thing I get from Wysa is 'learning' and skill set development. Through Wysa, I
am able to improve my thought process as we implement a wide range of applications. I get a good
exposure to the whole product and it gives me a kind of completeness. I am also able to explore things
on a much deeper level which helps me to enhance my productivity. Also, the team is very welcoming
in accepting any new initiatives.”

- Rakesh Makam, Lead Backend Developer

Buzzwords
Google funded, VC funded, profitable, has achieved breakeven, global team, global customers,
product company, Apple awarded product, Harvard research partner. In the past five years, Wysa has
demonstrated global leadership including an award for Best App of 2020 by Google Play, the highest
rating on clinical safety from ORCHA (the NHS digital health app evaluation agency), ‘Best Of’ for
Privacy by the Mozilla Foundation, Winner of the Youth Mental Health Challenge 2022 by the World
Economic Forum, the NIHR AI Award and most recently, Breakthrough Device Designation from the
FDA
Made in India, Made for the World

Contact Details!
If you are sold, please fill this Google Form to apply.

https://forms.gle/MqR9pY6mWVBXhDD49

